Suggested Lodging

Hotel Name: **Hyatt Place San Jose Airport**  
**Distance from SCCOE:** 1.3 Miles  
**Reviews:** 4.5/5 (1,030 reviews) *Expedia*  
**Avg. Price per Night:** $157/night

Hotel Name: **Hampton Inn & Suites San Jose Airport**  
**Distance from SCCOE:** 1.3 Miles  
**Reviews:** 4.3/5 (220 reviews) *Expedia*  
**Avg. Price per Night:** $124/night

Hotel Name: **Holiday Inn San Jose – Silicon Valley**  
**Distance from SCCOE:** 1.6 Miles  
**Reviews:** 3.8/5 (1,007 reviews) *Expedia*  
**Avg. Price per Night:** $168/night

Hotel Name: **Sonesta Silicon Valley**  
**Distance from SCCOE:** 1.41 Miles  
**Reviews:** 4.7/5 (849 reviews) *Expedia*  
**Avg. Price per Night:** $199/night

**DISCLAIMER:**  
This document derives information of the applicable rates from websites of the hotels or rate information from the intermediaries and/or information supplied by the hotels, and therefore cannot guarantee the accuracy of the displayed rates. Inconsistencies in data or incomplete data may also occur as a result of copying data or due to technical malfunctions and other circumstances. You are solely responsible for making the decision to book directly with a hotel or intermediary and we cannot accept any liability for damages incurred as a result of this decision, not even if the cause lies in misunderstandings regarding the information supplied by this document, incorrect information or loss of information.